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Abstract We examine which acoustic features are rele-
vant for recognition of the cotton-top tamarin
(Saguinus oedipus) combination long-call. This vocali-
zation, emitted by both males and females, functions
in maintaining group cohesion, territory defense and
mate attraction. Using the tamarins� natural antipho-
nal vocal response to hearing a combination long-call
as the primary measure of recognition, we presented
subjects with synthetic exemplars of combination long-
calls in which we manipulated across one of three
acoustic dimensions: frequency, time and amplitude.
Results indicated that although acoustic features in
the frequency and time domains are important for
combination long-call recognition, the changes in
amplitude within and between syllables are not.
Furthermore, while the fundamental frequency appears
to be the used to encode information about the
frequency contour, the temporal information is derived
from the harmonics. Overall, these results suggest that
tamarins use a specific suite of acoustic features for
combination long-call recognition.

Keywords Antiphonal calling Æ Cotton-top tamarins Æ
Vocal signal recognition

Abbreviations CLC combination long-call Æ
F0 fundamental frequency Æ JND just noticeable
difference Æ JMD just meaningful difference Æ
IPI inter-pulse interval

Introduction

All species that mediate behavioral interactions between
conspecifics with vocal signals must possess auditory
systems that can distinguish between sounds produced
by conspecifics and other sounds in the environment.
Studies of songbirds and anurans indicate that auditory
recognition systems are tuned to detect a specific com-
bination of acoustic characteristics unique to conspecific
vocalizations (Nelson 1988; Gerhardt 1991; Searcy et al.
1995). At the neural level, combination-sensitive neu-
rons fire when such identifying acoustic features are
detected, thus signaling the central nervous system that
the sound is a conspecific signal (Doupe 1997; Whaling
et al. 1997; Grace et al. 2003). While our understanding
of this process is advanced in anurans (Ryan 2001;
Gerhardt and Huber 2002) and songbirds (Doupe and
Solis 1999), considerably less is known about vocal sig-
nal recognition at either the behavioral or neural level in
nonhuman primates (hereafter primates). In the present
study, we sought to reduce this gap by conducting a
study of vocal signal recognition in a New World pri-
mate species, the cotton-top tamarin (Saguinus oedipus),
using an ethologically relevant experimental assay:
antiphonal calling (Ghazanfar et al. 2001, 2002; Miller
et al. 2001).

The study of the neural basis of anuran and songbird
vocal behavior is based on extensive research detailing
the natural behavior of these species. In the case of song
recognition, behavioral work has focused on song
learning (Marler 1970, 1997; Nelson 1997; Soha and
Marler 2000) and species recognition (Emlen 1972;
Nelson 1988; Searcy and Brenowitz 1988). Building on
this work, researchers have examined the neural mech-
anisms that underlie these aspects of song recognition
(Doupe 1997; Solis and Doupe 1997, 2000; Whaling
et al. 1997; Doupe and Solis 1999; Sen et al. 2001).
Comparably little is known about the mechanisms that
underlie vocal signal recognition in primates. However,
this taxonomic group is particularly interesting because,
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unlike songbirds and anurans, the neural representations
of primate vocalizations are located in the neocortex
(Newman and Wollberg 1973a, 1973b; Rauschecker
et al. 1995; Wang and Kadia 2001). Given the unique
anatomical organization of the neocortex, it is likely that
these neural substrates employ different computations
for recognition than in songbirds or anurans. Following
the neuroethological approach taken in studies of
songbird and anuran vocal behavior, employing etho-
logically relevant procedures to investigate vocal signal
recognition in primates at the behavioral level will allow
us to compare the neural mechanisms that underlie
auditory recognition systems across taxonomic groups.

Cotton-top tamarins are highly vocal, small-bodied,
New World monkeys that inhabit dense tropical rain-
forests. When visually occluded from group members,
tamarins emit a long distance, species-specific vocaliza-
tion known as the combination long call (CLC) (Miller
et al. 2003a). The CLC is comprised of a concatenation
of two acoustically distinct syllable types: one to two
chirps followed by two to four whistles (Cleveland and
Snowdon 1982; Fig. 1). Several studies have already
contributed to an understanding of this call�s acoustic
morphology (Weiss et al. 2001), the mechanisms of vocal
production (Miller et al. 2003b) and the factors influ-
encing perceptual classification (Miller et al. 2003a).
Upon hearing a CLC, tamarins typically respond by
producing an acoustically similar CLC, a behavior re-
ferred to as antiphonal calling. Tamarin antiphonal
calling has been the basis for several previous investi-
gations of vocal signal recognition in tamarins (Miller
et al. 2001; Ghazanfar et al. 2002). The logic of studies
employing the antiphonal calling assay is straightfor-
ward. If subjects produce similar rates of antiphonal
calls to playbacks of both a normal CLC and a manip-
ulated CLC, then one can conclude that the manipulated
feature, or features, was not important for call recog-
nition in this context. If, however, subjects show a sig-
nificant decrease in antiphonal calling to a manipulated
stimulus, then one can conclude that the manipulated
feature was important for some aspect of CLC recog-
nition. Following studies of birdsong (Konishi 1985,
1994; Marler 1991), the motivation behind our studies of

antiphonal calling is to develop a neuroethological
experimental assay that can be used to probe the rec-
ognition system at both the behavioral and neural levels.
These behavioral experiments will ultimately be essential
to future studies examining the neural mechanisms
underlying antiphonal calling.

Building on our earlier work, here we sought to
investigate the role of multiple acoustic features in CLC
recognition. Previous studies suggest that the antiphonal
calling response in cotton-top tamarins is mediated by a
combination of features across the structure of the entire
CLC, rather than either syllable type alone (Ghazanfar
et al. 2001). Further, aspects of the temporal pattern of
the call, such as the amplitude envelope and inter-pulse
interval, appear important for signal recognition (Gha-
zanfar et al. 2002). While these studies yield important
insights into CLC recognition, there are still many
questions left unanswered. Data suggest that the tem-
poral pattern of CLCs is relevant for signal recognition,
however it is not clear whether this information is en-
coded from the fundamental frequency (F0) or the
harmonics. Further, no previous study has investigated
the importance of the frequency contour or amplitude
modulation within and between syllables for CLC rec-
ognition. The present study furthers our understanding
of the tamarin auditory recognition system by system-
atically investigating the role of frequency, time and
amplitude for CLC recognition.

To accomplish the goal of this investigation, it was
important to use synthetic calls that could be manipu-
lated along multiple acoustic dimensions. The use of
synthetic vocalizations is widespread in studies of anu-
rans and songbirds (Nelson 1988; Nelson and Marler
1990; Ryan 2001; Gerhart and Huber 2002), but only
recently has been used in studies of nonhuman primates
(Moody and Stebbins 1989; Owren 1990; Weiss and
Hauser 2002). In order to use synthetic calls as test
stimuli, it is necessary to show that the synthetic versions
of calls are sufficient to elicit the desired behavior.
Experiment 1 (natural versus synthetic) addresses this by
comparing the antiphonal call responses of naturally
produced CLCs with the synthetic replicas of these
calls. Building on this result, in experiment 2 (signal

Fig. 1 A spectrogram of a
�combination long call� (CLC) is
depicted to the left with syllable
types denoted. To the right is an
image of a cotton-top tamarin
during production of this
vocalization
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manipulations) we examine the significance of particular
acoustic features for CLC recognition across three
acoustic dimensions: frequency, time and amplitude.

Materials and methods

Subjects

Subjects were adult cotton-top tamarins (S. oedipus) housed at the
Harvard University Primate Cognitive Neuroscience Laboratory.
All subjects were born in captivity, live in social groups consisting
of a breeding pair, and in some cases one to two generations of
offspring. Groups were provided with monkey chow, fruit, sun-
flower seeds, peanuts, and yogurt at the end of the day and have ad
libitum access to water; during some experiments, they were given
food rewards in the form of raisins or sweet cereal.

In experiment 1 (natural versus synthetic calls) we tested 13
subjects (6 male, 7 female). However, following the first test con-
dition (normal call versus F0), we dropped 5 subjects from the
experiments due to pregnancy (n=3) or consistently failing to reach
calling criteria (n=2). We dropped one additional subject following
the second test condition (natural F0 versus synthetic F0) due to
illness. In experiment 2 (signal manipulations), 7 subjects (4 male,
3 female) participated in all test conditions.

Apparatus

The test apparatus consisted of a box with five Plexiglas sides and a
wire mesh front placed inside an Industrial Acoustics Company
(Model 400A) acoustic chamber. We broadcast all stimuli from an
Apple G4 computer through either a Digidesign Audiomedia III
soundcard or a Digidesign M-Box, both at 16-bit sound. Sound was
broadcast through an Alesis RA-100 Amplifier and an Alesis
Monitor One speaker (Frequency Range: 45–18,000 Hz). We
monitored subjects� behavior using a video camera positioned inside
the acoustic chamber and a video monitor outside the chamber.
This system has been used in several previous studies of tamarin
auditory perception (Ghazanfar et al. 2001, 2002; Miller et al. 2001).

Procedure

We removed subjects from the homeroom and brought them
individually to the testing room via a transport box. Once inside the
test chamber, subjects were placed inside the testing apparatus. We
monitored subjects� activity outside the acoustic chamber from a
camera located inside. Once inside the apparatus, the chamber was
closed and the experiment started. All stimuli in the set were ran-
domized and broadcast using a custom Hypercard program (writ-
ten by W.T. Fitch) at �30-s intervals. We broadcast all stimuli at
approximately 65–70 dB SPL (measured 1 m from speaker loca-
tion). We considered all instances in which subjects emitted a long
call within 5 s of stimulus offset as an antiphonal call. This pro-
cedure follows previous studies of antiphonal calling (Ghazanfar
et al. 2001, 2002). Following Ghazanfar et al. (2002), subjects were
presented with the two stimulus sets in an alternating manner (i.e.,
set 1, set 2, set 1, set 2). Subjects were only run at most once each
day. All testing occurred between 8:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. over a
16-month period.

Stimulus sets

For each test condition, we generated two stimulus sets. We pre-
sented each stimulus set to subjects twice for a total of four test
sessions per condition. The organization of the stimulus sets for
experiment 1 (natural versus synthetic calls) and experiment 2 (signal
manipulations) differed. The reason for this was that experiment 1

was used to determine whether synthetic CLCs would elicit statisti-
cally similar rates of antiphonal calling. This was necessary for
testing whether it was appropriate to use synthetic CLCs in the sec-
ond experiment. Each stimulus set in experiment 1 consisted of 16
stimuli: 8 �normal� calls and 8 test stimuli. For experiment 2, we
manipulated the acoustic structure of the signal along one of three
dimensions: frequency, time, or amplitude. As there were multiple
comparisons within each of these dimensions, it was important to
present more than one test stimulus in each set. Stimulus sets in
experiment 2 consisted of 20 total stimuli. Specifically, stimulus sets
consisted of 5 exemplars of �normal� CLCs and the three types of
signal manipulations for each �normal� CLC.

Stimulus generation

We generated synthetic stimuli for all conditions using a custom-
ized macro written by D. Smith-Rothberg and C. Miller for SIG-
NAL 4.0 (Beeman 2001). Similarly, we generated stimuli used in
both frequency modulation conditions with macros written by C.
Miller and R. Egnor for SIGNAL 4.0. Listed below is a description
of how stimuli were created for each condition. We manipulated
stimuli in the amplitude and time conditions using SoundEdit 16
(version 2) and CANARY (version 1.2).

All synthetic calls used in this experiment were generated from a
natural CLC. Generating a synthetic signal from a natural call was
done in the following way. Using SIGNAL, a spectrogram was
generated and the frequency contour traced using the cursor. The
F0 and any harmonics were traced and stored in separate buffers.
The energy that occurs along the traced contour was stored for
each harmonic. All of these buffers were then combined to create a
final synthetic replica of the original signal.

In experiment 1 (condition 1) we created the F0-only stimulus
by filtering out all harmonics in the signal. We created stimulus sets
in experiment 1 by generating synthetic replicas of naturally pro-
duced calls. For experiment 1 (condition 2) the synthetic call was a
replica of only the F0, while the synthetic stimulus used in exper-
iment 1 (condition 3) consisted of a F0 as well as the first three
harmonics. To determine that the synthetic calls used in experiment
1 were adequately similar the natural calls, we calculated spectro-
gram cross-correlations. For condition 2, the mean cross-correla-
tion was 0.97 (SE=0.009), while for condition 3 the mean cross-
correlation was 0.94 (SE=0.02). All stimuli used in experiment 2
were synthetic calls. The �normal� call for each of these conditions
was a synthetic replica of a natural call. We then manipulated
synthetic calls for each of the �normal� synthetic calls.

Experiment 1: synthetic versus natural calls

In this experiment, each stimulus set consisted of a total of 16
different stimuli. We selected two naturally produced CLC ex-
emplars from 8 individuals. For each of the naturally produced
calls, we generated a manipulated version of the call. The naturally
produced call was always in the opposite stimulus set as the
manipulated version of the call. In other words, the natural
exemplar of CLC A might be in stimulus set 1, but the synthetic
replica of that call would be in stimulus set 2.

Experiment 2: signal manipulations

All stimulus sets in experiment 2 consisted of 20 stimuli. We se-
lected two naturally produced CLCs for 5 different individuals. A
synthetic replica of each of these calls was generated and served as
the baseline call for these conditions. Each synthetic replica was
then manipulated in three different ways. The exact nature of the
manipulations varied between test conditions (see below). All
stimulus sets used in experiment 2 consisted of 5 normal calls
produced by different individuals and 5 exemplars of three
manipulations of those calls for a total of 20 stimuli. This stimulus
design permitted us to compare an unmanipulated CLC across
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several manipulated calls within a single condition. As in experi-
ment 1, we arranged each stimulus set so that the �normal� CLCs
(i.e., unmanipulated synthetic calls) were in the opposite stimulus
set from the manipulated versions of the call. We organized stim-
ulus sets in this way to follow previous antiphonal calling experi-
ments in our lab (Ghazanfar et al. 2001, 2002).

Stimulus manipulations

Frequency

Justification The frequency contour of tamarin CLCs shows
modulation both within and between syllables. In contrast to many
mammalian vocalizations (Hauser and Fowler 1992), the CLC, as
well as other callitrichid long calls (Snowdon 1993), increase in
frequency over the duration of the call (Weiss et al. 2001). Within
each syllable the frequency typically increases slightly before
tapering at the end of each syllable (Weiss et al. 2001). The fol-
lowing two sets of stimuli were used to test whether the modulation
in the frequency contour is relevant for CLC recognition. These
stimuli consisted of only a F0 contour.

Between-syllable frequency modulation In this condition, we
manipulated the frequency modulation of test stimuli by generating
stimuli that differed in the direction and amount of modulation be-
tween syllables, but with modulation within a syllable eliminated.

Stimuli in this condition consisted of synthetic CLCs with only a F0.
We generated the between-modulation stimulus by first measuring
the start, peak and end frequency of each syllable in each unmanip-
ulated CLC. The mean of these three measures was calculated for
each chirp and whistle syllable. We then generated a CLC in which
each syllable had the mean frequency of the syllable in the original
signal. The no-modulation stimulus was created by generating
whistles with unmodulated frequency contours positioned at the
mean pitch (frequency) for the whole CLC. Stimuli in the reverse
between-modulation condition were generated in the following
manner. First, we measured the difference in frequency from the
second whistle syllable to all other chirp and whistle syllables. Sec-
ond, themean frequency of the secondwhistle wasmanipulated to be
the same as for the between-modulation stimulus. Third, each other
chirp and whistle was manipulated to be the same frequency differ-
ence from the second whistle as in the between-modulation stimulus,
but in the opposite direction. In other words, if whistle 1 was 300 Hz
lower than whistle 2 in the between-modulation stimulus, then
it would be 300 Hz higher in the reverse-modulation stimulus
(see Fig. 2).

Within-syllable frequency modulation Here we manipulated the
frequency contour within each syllable, while keeping the between-
syllable modulation constant between all syllables. Stimuli in this
condition consisted of synthetic CLCs with only a F0. The start,
peak, and end frequency of each syllable was measured for each
unmanipulated CLC. From these measurements, a mean frequency
for the call was calculated. We created the within-modulation

Fig. 2 Spectrograms of the four
synthetic CLCs used in the
between-frequency modulation
test condition (experiment 2:
condition 1) are shown at the
top. Below is a bar graph
showing the mean antiphonal
calling responses for all stimuli
with standard error bars.
Antiphonal call responses to
normal calls are shown
unshaded, while responses to
test stimuli are shown in black.
For all stimulus types that
elicited a statistically different
antiphonal call rate from
�normal� calls, the P value is
shown. (ns: not significantly
different)
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stimuli by generating whistles with the same frequency contour as
in the unmanipulated CLC, but the mean frequency of each syllable
was the same as the mean frequency of the whole call. The no-
modulation stimulus was generated by creating whistles with
unmodulated frequency contours positioned at the mean pitch for
the whole CLC. We generated the reverse-within modulation stimuli
by generating whistles with the inverse contour of whistles in the
within-modulation stimuli (see Fig. 3).

Time

Justification The acoustic structure of CLCs consists of a series of
pulses separated by inter-pulse intervals (IPIs). IPIs are known to
be stable both within and between individuals (Miller et al. 2003b;
Weiss et al. 2001) suggesting that they may be an important cue for
signal recognition. Here we presented subjects with CLCs in which
we manipulated the IPIs while leaving all other acoustic informa-
tion intact.

Inter-pulse interval The stimuli for both conditions below were
created by first generating synthetic CLCs consisting of only the F0
(condition 6: Fig. 4) or the F0 plus three harmonics (condition 7:
Fig. 4). We measured the IPI between each syllable in the test
CLCs. The IPI was measured as the duration of time (milliseconds)
from the offset of one syllable to the onset of the subsequent syl-
lable. For the half-IPI stimuli, we multiplied the IPI between each
set of syllables by 0.5 and decreased each IPI to this duration. For

zero-IPI stimuli, the IPI was eliminated. We created the twice-IPI
stimuli by first measuring the IPI between each syllable in the test
stimulus. Each IPI between syllables was then multiplied by 2 and
the IPI extended to this duration. All IPI manipulations were
created using SoundEdit (version 2).

Amplitude

Justification Amplitude fluctuations in CLCs occur both at the
level of each individual syllable and across the duration of the call.
Although there does not seem to be a consistent amplitude enve-
lope shape either within or between individuals, previous percep-
tual experiments suggest that this feature may be important for call
recognition (Ghazanfar et al. 2002). In addition, the power of each
syllable is not constant across the call, but rather shows an increase
over the duration of the vocalization. The functional significance of
both within- and between-syllable amplitude modulation for CLC
is unknown. The CLCs used as stimuli in this condition consisted
of the F0 and harmonics.

Between-syllable amplitude modulation In this condition, we
manipulated the differences in acoustic energy that occur in the
whistle syllables across CLCs. All stimuli in this condition were
synthetic CLCs with a F0 and three upper harmonics. To determine
the normal amplitude modulation between syllables in the CLC,
we measured the RMS amplitude for each whistle for 50 CLCs
(10 calls from 5 subjects). Results indicated that the mean RMS

Fig. 3 Spectrograms of the four
synthetic CLCs used as test
stimuli in the within-frequency
modulation test condition
(experiment 2: condition 2) are
shown at the top. Below is a bar
graph showing the mean
antiphonal calling responses for
all stimuli with standard error
bars. Antiphonal call responses
to normal calls are shown
unshaded, while responses to
test stimuli are shown in black.
For all stimulus types that
elicited a statistically different
antiphonal call rate from
�normal� calls, the P value is
shown. (ns: not significantly
different)
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for whistle 1=2.8 lp, for whistle 2=4.5 lp and for whistle
3=3.9 lp. However, the range for each syllable was considerable.
The maximum and minimum RMS amplitude for each syllable
was: whistle 1: 0.26–7.45 lp; whistle 2: 0.28–8.22 lp; whistle 3:

0.46–9.01 lp. Overall, these measurements suggest that between-
syllable amplitude modulation is variable, but generally increases
over the duration of the call. To test the perceptual significance
of this aspect of amplitude fluctuation we generated the following
test stimuli. For the ascending amplitude modulation stimuli, we
decreased the amplitudes of each whistle corresponding to
�1.5 lp for whistle 1, �3.5 lp for whistle 2, and �5.5 lp for
whistle 3. We manipulated all whistles in the no amplitude mod-
ulation stimuli to have an RMS amplitude of �3.5 lp. In the
descending amplitude modulation condition, we manipulated
whistles in the test stimuli to have the following RMS amplitude:
whistle 1=�5.5 lp, whistle 2=�3.5 lp and whistle 3=�1.5 lp.
Because of the variable nature of this feature, the RMS ampli-
tude values for each whistle were chosen somewhat arbitrarily.

Fig. 4 Shown at the top are the amplitude envelopes of the four
synthetic CLCs used in experiment 2: conditions 3 and 4 are shown
at the top. Depicted below are bar graphs showing the mean
antiphonal calling responses with standard error bars and
spectrograms of the stimuli for the fundamental frequency (F0)
only condition (condition 3) and F0+3 harmonics condition
(condition 4). For all stimulus types that elicited a statistically
different antiphonal call rate from �normal� calls, the P value is
shown. (ns: not significantly different, IPI: inter-pulse interval)
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However, all values fall within the naturally produced range and
represent an initial effort to determine the significance of this
feature for call recognition. Although changing the power of each
syllable also resulted in the biproduct of altering the amplitude
slope within some syllables, the relative fine amplitude changes
within each syllable were preserved.

Within-syllable amplitude modulation Here we manipulated the
position of the amplitude peak within each syllable. Stimuli in this
condition consisted of synthetic CLCs with a F0 and three har-
monics. As the duration of each syllable in each CLC used as test
stimuli was different, it was not possible to use a consistent slope in
manipulating this structure. Rather the amplitude slope of each
syllable was created by first determining the peak in the syllable
from which the amplitude would ascend or descend and then cre-
ated the slope that would allow a relatively constant change in
amplitude. For the peak-start stimuli, the peak amplitude is posi-
tioned in the first 50 ms of each syllable. In the middle-peak stimuli,
the peak amplitude is in the middle 50 ms of each syllable. The
peak amplitude in the end-peak stimuli is in the final 50 ms of each
syllable.

Analysis

Following previous studies (Ghazanfar et al. 2001, 2002, Miller
et al. 2001), we defined antiphonal calling as the production of
either a CLC or normal long call (Cleveland and Snowdon 1982)
within 5 s of stimulus offset. As a subject�s propensity to vocalize
does vary due to factors beyond the control of the experimenter
(e.g., weather, previous interactions with group mates), only test
sessions in which subjects produced an antiphonal call to at least
two test stimuli were used in the analysis. The number of
antiphonal calls to each stimulus was calculated for each test
session. Statistical differences in patterns of antiphonal calling
were calculated using repeated-measure ANOVAs. As there were
only two different test stimuli used in experiment 1 (natural
versus synthetic calls) the F-score generated by these ANOVAs
was a direct comparison between these stimulus types. However,
in experiment 2 (signal manipulations) we presented subjects with
four stimulus types in each test condition. To statistically test
whether antiphonal calling in each of the three signal manipu-
lations differed from �normal� CLCs, we performed contrast
analyses. As the F-score from a repeated-measures ANOVA is
omnibus, contrast analyses are necessary for comparing responses
between two individual test conditions. For the contrast analyses
used here, subjects� antiphonal response to �normal� CLCs was
directly compared to their responses to each individual manipu-
lated stimulus type.

Results

Experiment 1: natural versus synthetic calls

Condition 1: natural CLC versus natural F0

This condition tested whether the antiphonal calling
rates differ between calls consisting of the natural
harmonic structure (F0 plus 3–6 harmonics) and calls
containing only the fundamental frequency (F0). The
mean number of antiphonal calls to natural CLCs was
3.0 (SE=0.45) and 2.5 (SE=0.38) for natural F0
stimuli. However, this difference was not significantly
different (F(1,12)=3.37, p=0.09). In addition, there was

no interaction between session number and stimulus
type (F(3,36)=2.41, p=0.08) suggesting that the pat-
tern of antiphonal calling was similar for all stimulus
types across all test sessions.

Condition 2: natural F0 versus synthetic F0

This condition examined whether subjects show different
patterns of antiphonal calling to natural and synthetic
CLCs with only the F0 contour preserved. Results
indicated that subjects antiphonally called somewhat
more to natural F0 stimuli (mean=3.03, SE=0.49) than
to Synthetic F0 calls (mean=2.48, SE=0.40), but this
difference was not statistically significant [F(1,7)=5.3,
P=0.06]. Similarly, there was no effect of trial
[F(3,21)=1.88, P=0.16], and no interaction between
these factors [F(3,21)=1.01, P=0.41].

We noticed that subjects seemed to antiphonally
call more to natural F0 calls than to synthetic F0 calls
during the first two sessions, but at comparable rates
during the second two trials. As a result, it was pos-
sible that subjects first treated synthetic and natural
calls as different, but with increased familiarity per-
ceived them as similar. Alternatively, it may be that
subjects became familiar with the specific stimuli rather
than synthetics in general. To test between these
alternative explanations, we conducted a second series
of trials using two new stimulus sets. The only differ-
ence was that subjects were only run on two test ses-
sions, rather than four. We predicted that if subjects
had become familiarized with synthetic calls, then
there should be no significant difference in antiphonal
calling rates between the two stimulus types. In con-
trast, if the familiarization was to the specific stimuli,
then subjects should respond differentially to this new
stimulus set. Data revealed that subjects showed no
significant difference in antiphonal calling to either
synthetic F0 calls (mean=2.50, SE=0.61) or natural
F0 calls [mean=3.21, SE=0.57; F(1,6)=2.17, P=0.20].
Similarly, there was no interaction between session
number and stimulus type [F(1,6)=1.24, P=0.31].

Condition 3: natural CLC (F0+harmonics) versus
synthetic CLC (F0+harmonics)

Here we tested whether subjects antiphonally call to
natural and synthetic CLCs consisting of a F0 and three
harmonics at similar or different rates. The mean num-
ber of antiphonal calls to natural CLCs was 3.36
(SE=0.61) and to synthetic CLCs was 3.57 (SE=0.68).
This difference in antiphonal calling was not statistically
significant [F(1,6)=0.52, P=0.49]. There was no main
effect of test trial [F(3,8)=0.32, P=0.81] and no inter-
action between stimulus type and test trial [F(3,18)=0.69,
P=0.57]. These results suggest that both natural and
synthetic CLCs elicit statistically similar rates of
antiphonal calling.
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Experiment 2: signal manipulations

Frequency

Condition 1: between-syllable frequency modulation In
this condition, we tested whether subjects antiphonally
called at different rates to stimuli that varied in between-
syllable frequency modulation. Data revealed differences
in the mean number of antiphonal calls emitted in re-
sponse to each stimulus type: normal, mean=2.11,
SE=0.31; between-modulation, 1.61, SE=0.18; no-
modulation, mean=1.11, SE=0.25; reverse-modula-
tion, 1.75, SE=0.20. Analyses showed a significant effect
of stimulus type [F(3,18)=5.94, P=0.005; Fig. 2]. How-
ever, the same analysis showed no significant interaction
between session number and stimulus type [F(9,54)=2.01,
P=0.06] suggesting that subjects responded to the
stimuli in roughly the same manner across all sessions.
We next conducted contrast analyses to determine
whether the pattern of antiphonal responses for the
unmanipulated synthetic call was significantly different
from the three manipulated stimulus types. There were
no differences in antiphonal calling for unmanipulated
CLCs compared to between-modulation calls
[F(1,6)=3.0, P=0.13] and reverse-modulation calls
[F(1,6)=1.79, P=0.24], but a significant decrease in
antiphonal calling for no-modulation calls [F(1,6)=15.27,
P=0.008].

Condition 2: within-syllable frequency modulation In this
condition, we presented subjects with stimuli in which
the between-syllable frequency modulation was held
constant and the within-syllable frequency modulation
manipulated. Data showed that antiphonal calling rates
differed between stimulus types (normal, mean=1.96,
SE=0.49; normal within-modulation, mean=1.68,
SE=0.33; no-modulation, mean=1.04, SE=0.25; re-
verse within-modulation, mean=1.46, SE=0.37).
Analyses revealed a significant main effect of stimulus
type [F(3,18)=4.75, P=0.01; Fig. 3], but no interaction
between session number and stimulus type [F(9,54)=0.99,
P=0.46]. Contrast analyses revealed no significant dif-
ferences in antiphonal calling between unmanipulated
CLCs and both normal within-modulation calls
[F(1,6)=0.93, P=0.37] and reverse within-modulation
calls [F(1,6)=1.68, P=0.24]. However, results indicated a
significant difference between unmanipulated CLCs and
no-modulation calls [F(1,6)=8.82, P=0.02].

Time

Condition 3: interpulse interval (synthetic F0) In this
condition, we presented subjects with CLCs that varied
in their IPI. For this condition, we eliminated all of the
upper harmonics, preserving only the F0. Subjects�
antiphonal call rates differed between the stimulus types
(normal, mean=1.54, SE=0.40; zero-IPI, mean=1.93,

SE=0.43; half-IPI, mean=1.75, SE=0.41; twice-IPI,
mean=1.64, SE=0.30). Results indicated no difference
in antiphonal response across the different stimulus
types [F(3,18)=1.06, P=0.39; Fig. 4] and no interaction
between session number and stimulus type [F(9,54)=1.04,
P=0.42]. These analyses suggest that subjects� antipho-
nal response to all stimuli across all test sessions were
statistically indistinguishable.

Condition 4: interpulse interval (F0 and harmonics) We
presented subjects with stimuli manipulated in the same
fashion as condition 5, but rather than present the F0
contour alone, we broadcast CLCs consisting of a F0 as
well as three harmonics. Here subjects� pattern of
antiphonal calling differed across the different stimulus
types (normal, mean=1.61, SE=0.14; zero-IPI,
mean=1.04, SE=0.10; half-IPI, mean=0.96, SE=0.23;
twice-IPI, mean=0.79, SE=0.17). Analyses indicated a
significant effect of stimulus type [F(3,18)=8.24,
P=0.001; Fig. 4] and no interaction between session
number and stimulus type [F(9,54)=0.80, P=0.62].
Contrast analyses comparing antiphonal calling to un-
manipulated CLCs with the other stimulus types indi-
cated that subjects antiphonally called at significantly
lower rates to zero-IPI stimuli [F(1,6)=16.34, P=0.007],
half-IPI stimuli [F(1,6)=8.76, P=0.02), and twice-IPI
stimuli [F(1,6)=16.53, P=0.007].

Amplitude

Condition 5: between-syllable amplitude modulation The
goal of this condition was to test whether the amplitude
modulation that arises between syllables is an important
cue in signal recognition. The four stimulus types in this
condition were the following: normal CLC, ascending
modulation (amplitude increasing over successive whis-
tles), no modulation (equal energy in each whistle syl-
lable) and descending modulation (amplitude decreasing
over successive whistles). The mean number of antiph-
onal calls produced in response to these stimulus types
was as follows: normal, 1.64 (SE=0.50); ascending
modulation, 1.32 (SE=0.34); no modulation, 1.43
(SE=0.33); descending modulation, 1.46 (SE=0.33).
There was no significant difference in antiphonal calling
across the different stimuli [F(3,18)=1.83, P=0.18;
Fig. 5]. Further, no interaction was observed between
stimulus type and test session [F(9,54)=1.32, P=0.25]
suggesting that the pattern of antiphonal calling was
consistent across test sessions.

Condition 6: within-syllable amplitude modulation In this
condition, we presented subjects with stimuli that
varied in the amplitude modulation within syllables. For
each manipulated CLC, the peak modulation was
manipulated to occur either at the start (first 50 ms),
middle (middle 50 ms), or end (final 50 ms) of each
syllable. Data showed some differences in the number of
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antiphonal calls produced in response to each of these
stimuli (normal: mean=1.18, SE=0.17; start-peak:
mean=1.04, SE=0.13; middle-peak: mean=1.21,
SE=0.15; end-peak: mean=1.54, SE 0.30). However,
analyses revealed no significant difference in antiphonal
calling across the different stimulus types [F(3,18)=0.40,
P=0.76; Fig. 6]. As such, we did not perform additional
contrast analyses. Additionally, there was no interaction
between stimulus type and test session [F(9,54)=0.79,
P=0.62] suggesting that subjects� pattern of antiphonal
response was statistically similar across all sessions.

Discussion

The goal of our experiments was to examine the role of
frequency, time and amplitude for recognition of the
cotton-top tamarin CLC. Following previous studies
(Ghazanfar et al. 2001, 2002; Miller et al. 2001), we used
the tamarins� natural, species-typical antiphonal calling
response to hearing CLCs as the primary measure of call
recognition. We hypothesized that if experimental
changes in acoustic morphology cause a significant de-
crease in antiphonal responses then the targeted feature
is important for signal recognition, at least in our testing

environment. In contrast, if subjects respond at similar
rates to normal and manipulated calls, then we the
feature is presumed to be irrelevant for recognition.
Note that the issue is not whether tamarins might be
able to discriminate manipulated calls under other con-
ditions, such as during psychophysical tests using oper-
ant training. Rather, our focus is on their natural,
untrained, responses to calls, and whether the informa-
tion encoded is sufficient to elicit such responses. In this
sense, we follow the distinction most clearly articulated
by Nelson (1988) between just noticeable differences
(JNDs) and just meaningful differences (JMDs). Our
results refer to JMDs, and not necessarily to JNDs.

Studies of anurans and birds have often used syn-
thetic stimuli in studies of vocal signal recognition be-
cause the signals can be readily manipulated across
multiple dimensions (Nelson 1988; Gerhardt 1991; Ryan
and Rand 1995). To test whether tamarins antiphonally
called at similar rates to both synthetic CLCs and nat-
urally produced exemplars of this call type, we presented
subjects with exemplars of natural CLCs and synthetic
replicas of these calls in experiment 1. As this study in-
volved the use of synthetic CLCs consisting of either a
F0 and multiple harmonics or the F0 alone, we con-
ducted comparisons for both of these stimuli with their

Fig. 5 The amplitude
waveforms of the four synthetic
stimuli used in experiment 2:
condition 5 are shown at the
top. Below is a bar graph
showing the mean antiphonal
calling responses for all stimuli
with standard error bars.
Antiphonal call responses to
normal calls are shown
unshaded, while responses to
test stimuli are shown in black.
For all stimulus types that
elicited a statistically different
antiphonal call rate from
�normal� calls, the P value is
shown. (ns: not significantly
different)
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respective naturally produced CLC. Results revealed no
statistical difference in antiphonal calling to synthetic
and naturally produced CLCs (Table 1). It should be
noted that although both natural and synthetic calls
elicit comparable rates of antiphonal calling, the tama-
rins may not perceive synthetic calls as being identical to
natural calls. However, data suggest that tamarins per-
ceive synthetic calls to be sufficiently similar to natural

calls so as to elicit a statistically similar rate of antiph-
onal calls. Therefore, we are able to use synthetic signals
to examine the relevance of particular acoustic features
in CLCs by manipulating the synthetic signal along thee
acoustic dimensions: frequency, time and amplitude.

Many species of animals emit calls with considerable
modulation in the frequency contour (Hauser 1996).
Evidence suggests that changes in frequency contour
provide reliable cues to species and call identity (Green
1975; Mitani and Marler 1989; Winter 1969). Acoustic
analyses show that the CLC contains frequency contour
modulation both within and between each syllable
(Weiss et al. 2001). To test whether frequency modula-
tion was relevant for CLC recognition, we presented
tamarins with CLCs in which we manipulated the
modulation of the frequency contour. Results indicated
that modulation both between- (experiment 2: condition
1, Fig. 2) and within-syllables (experiment 2: condition
2, Fig. 3) was important for recognition of the CLC. In
both conditions, however, subjects antiphonally called
at similar rates to stimuli in which the frequency mod-
ulation was normal and stimuli in which the modulation
was reversed. This suggests that the underlying recog-
nition mechanisms may be tuned to detect changes in the
frequency contour, but are not specific in terms of the
direction of the modulation.

Fig. 6 The amplitude
waveforms of the four synthetic
test stimuli used in experiment
2: condition 6 are shown at the
top. Below is a bar graph
showing the mean antiphonal
calling responses for all stimuli
with standard error bars.
Antiphonal call responses to
normal calls are shown
unshaded, while responses to
test stimuli are shown in black.
For all stimulus types that
elicited a statistically different
antiphonal call rate from
�normal� calls, the P value is
shown. (ns: not significantly
different)

Table 1 Summary of results

Condition Significantly
different
calling rate?

Experiment 1
1 Natural CLC versus naturol F0 No
2 Natural F0 versus synthetic F0 No
3 Natural CLC versus synthetic CLC No
Experiment 2
1 Between-syllable frequency modulation Yes
2 Within-syllable frequency modulation Yes
3 IPI (F0 only) No
4 IPI (F0+harmonics) Yes
5 Between-syllable amplitude modulation No
6 Within-syllable amplitude modulation No

CLC combination long-call, F0 fundamental frequency, IPI inter-
pulse interval
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Previous studies by Ghazanfar et al. (2001, 2002)
suggested that the temporal pattern of the CLC, spe-
cifically the IPI, was an important feature for signal
recognition in antiphonal calling. Building on these
studies, we conducted two test conditions in which we
manipulated the IPI of test CLCs. In experiment 2
(condition 3) we presented subjects with stimuli con-
sisting of only the fundamental frequency. Here subjects
showed no difference in antiphonal calling between any
of the test exemplars (Fig. 4). In experiment 2 (condition
4), however, we presented subjects with stimuli consist-
ing of the fundamental frequency and three harmonics.
Results from this condition revealed that subjects
antiphonally called significantly less to all manipulated
CLCs compared to normal CLCs. This pattern of
behavior may provide insights into how the tamarin
auditory system processes CLCs to encode relevant
temporal information. Specifically, while the frequency
contour can be assessed from the fundamental fre-
quency, the temporal pattern of the signal is obtained
from the upper harmonics. This pattern of recognition
may occur because higher frequency components of a
signal attenuate in rainforests—the tamarins� natural
habitat—at a faster rate then lower frequency compo-
nents (Brown 2003). Further, IPI information attenuates
quickly in vocalizations emitted in forests because of
high levels of ambient noise that interfere with the effi-
cacy of the signal (Waser and Waser 1977). As a result,
only vocalizations with little environmental noise inter-
ference are likely to have reliable IPI information
available to signal receivers. As the tamarin auditory
recognition system attempts to identify a signal as a
conspecific, a simple heuristic may be to ignore IPI
information if the upper harmonics are degraded or
missing because it is likely that IPI will not be a reliable
cue.

In the final set of test conditions, we explored the
relevance of amplitude fluctuation for recognition of the
CLC. We manipulated amplitude at the individual syl-
lable level by modifying the shape of the amplitude
envelope (experiment 2; condition 5), as well as manip-
ulating the amplitude across the whole call by changing
the relative energy of each syllable (experiment 2; con-
dition 6). Results indicated that subjects antiphonally
called at comparable rates to both normal and manip-
ulated CLCs in both test conditions suggesting that
amplitude changes, both within and between syllables,
are not significant features for CLC recognition. This
result is not surprising given that CLCs serve as long-
range signals and transmit over long distances in their
natural forest habitat. Studies of the habitat acoustics
show that tropical rainforests severely perturb the
amplitude structure of vocalizations making it an unre-
liable cue for call recognition (Wiley and Richards 1978;
Waser and Brown 1986).

Results from these experiments suggest that tamarins
do not rely on acoustic features within a single dimen-
sion for recognition of their species-specific CLC, but
rather use a combination of frequency and temporal

cues (Table 1). This suggests that the tamarin auditory
recognition system is flexible, processing and recognizing
signals with either perturbed or missing information.
This conclusion is consistent with two previous studies
of the tamarin�s antiphonal calling behavior. First,
Miller et al. (2001) showed that tamarins are able to
identify the �whistles� in the CLC when the middle por-
tion of the syllable is replaced by white noise; this sug-
gests that tamarins are able to recognize components of
the CLC when considerable acoustic information is
entirely missing. Second, Ghazanfar et al. (2002) found
that tamarins produce antiphonal calls at similar rates to
normal CLCs and CLCs in which the spectral content is
replaced by white noise, but the species-typical ampli-
tude envelope and IPI are preserved. This suggests that
if significant acoustic information is missing, tamarins
can use alternative acoustic features to recognize CLCs
in some contexts. Overall, the pattern of results emerg-
ing from studies of antiphonal calling in tamarins sug-
gests that this behavior reflects the environment in which
it evolved: a dense rainforest with high levels of ambient
noise, an acoustic environment known to cause rapid
signal degradation (Waser 1977; Brown et al. 1995).
Given the high degree of signal perturbation that arises
for long-distance vocalizations, it would be adaptive for
the tamarin auditory recognition system to be able to
recognize degraded conspecific vocalizations. Thus,
evolving a system that uses multiple cues for signal
recognition would facilitate recognizing conspecific
vocalizations in a noisy environment. To further explore
this issue, we have begun a study of the transmission
properties of the CLC in different habitats, including the
tamarins� species typical rainforest (C.T. Miller and
Palleroni, unpublished data).

Neuroethological studies of communication in song-
birds, anurans and insects have yielded an abundance of
data on the neural mechanisms that underlie commu-
nicative behavior in animals. At present, little is known
about this process in primates (Newman and Wollberg
1973a; Winter and Funkenstein 1973; Bieser 1998). The
antiphonal calling behavior of cotton-top tamarins, and
other primates, represents a potential assay to investi-
gate the neural mechanisms of primate communication.
At the behavioral level, antiphonal calling is highly
stereotyped, easily elicited and occurs at a frequent rate.
Further, results from this study and others (Ghazanfar
et al. 2001, 2002; Miller et al., 2001) show that the
antiphonal calling paradigm can be used as a behav-
iorally relevant method to assess signal recognition.
Recent neurophysiological studies of the closely related
common marmoset (Callithrix jacchus), a species that
also engages in antiphonal calling (C.T. Miller et al.,
unpublished data), suggest that single-unit recordings of
neural activity are possible while animals both hear
conspecific vocalizations (Wang and Kadia 2001) and
while they are produced (Eliades and Wang 2003). At
present no studies have simultaneously recorded from
vocal perception and production areas in primate cortex
to investigate this sensory-motor interaction, but
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employing the antiphonal calling paradigm may provide
a neuroethological approach to such an investigation.
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